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QUATERNION CONSTITUENTS OF GROUP ALGEBRAS

MARK BENARD1

Abstract. In this paper it is shown that each quaternion

division algebra central over the rationals appears as a division

ring constituent of some rational group algebra.

Let x be an irreducible character of a finite group and let A be a

field of characteristic 0. Let (B be the simple component of the group

algebra kG corresponding to x (i-e-, such that x takes nonzero values

on 03). Then (& = Dn, a full matrix algebra over a division algebra D

with center k(x). Call D the constituent of kG corresponding to %• La

this paper we consider D in the case that k is the field of rational

numbers Q and x is rational-valued.

Let mic(x) denote the Schur index of x over k. If D is the con-

stituent of kG corresponding to x> then wn(x) is equal to the index of

D. Thus when mk(x) = 2, D has degree 4 over its center k(x). Such a

division algebra is called a quaternion algebra. The Brauer-Speiser

Theorem (see [l, p. 165]) states that Wi(x)^2 whenever x is real-

valued. In particular when k = Q and x is rational-valued, then either

D — Q or D is a rational quaternion algebra. The ordinary quaternion

algebra, generated over Q by the quaternions of Hamilton, occurs as a

constituent corresponding to the faithful character of the quaternion

group of order 8. In this paper we show that each rational quaternion

algebra does occur as a constituent of some group algebra, and we

give a method for constructing suitable groups which have such

constituents. Henceforth D denotes a rational quaternion algebra.

Theorem. For each rational quaternion algebra D, there exists a

finite group G such that D is a constituent of QG.2

Our construction depends on the characterization of rational

quaternion algebras by Hasse invariants. For rational division

algebras, the Hasse invariants correspond to the set of rational

primes including the infinite prime. We set the Hasse invariant
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invp(D) oíD at p equal to 0 if D ® q Qp is a full matrix algebra over Qp

and equal to 5 otherwise, where Qp is the />-adic completion of Q at the

rational prime p. Then the set of all p for which invP(Z?) ^0 is a non-

empty finite set of even cardinality. Conversely, for each nonempty

finite set of rational primes {pi, • • • , p2>} oí even cardinality, there

exists a unique rational quaternion algebra with nonzero invariants

exactly at these primes.

If D corresponds to the character x, then mQp(x) equals the index of

D ®q Qp for all p. When inVj,(Z?) = \,D ®q Qp is a quaternion algebra

with center Qp and has index 2. Thus given a set of primes

Û**= {Pu " " • 1 Pu} > we may show that the rational quaternion

algebra with nonzero invariants on 6> does occur as a constituent in a

group algebra by exhibiting a group G which has an irreducible

rational-valued character x with mQp(x) = 2 exactly when pE&- Our

task is greatly simplified by noting that if Di, D2, are constituents of

QGi, QG2, respectively, then the division algebra D¡ determined by

Di <S> q D2 is a constituent of Q (Gi X G2). Since

invp(D3) m invp(Di) + in\p(D2)    (modulo 1),

we need only to show the occurrence of a rational quaternion algebra

with nonzero invariants exactly on the set {p, w }, for each prime p.

The ordinary quaternion algebra has nonzero invariants at 2 and

00. Fix p, a finite odd prime. Suppose p = 2nm +1, where m is odd. Let

A be a cyclic group of order p, T cyclic of order 2n+1, and M cyclic of

order m. Set G = A(TXM), the semidirect product with A <JG and

|GTAfG4)|=2. Note that TM/CTM(A)~A.ut(A)~Ga\(Q(ep)/Q),
where ep is a primitive pth root of unity. Let H = AT and let 0 be a

faithful irreducible character of H. Then 0 is real-valued and x = ^°

is rational-valued and irreducible.

Proposition. As constructed above, wqs(x) = 2 exactly when q = p

or q= 00. In particular, the rational quaternion algebra with nonzero

invariants at p and «> is a constituent of QG.

Proof. First we note that mit(x) =wi*(0) for all fields k. This follows

from the fact that mk(x) Ú2 and m*(0) ̂ 2 and that | Ç(0) :Q\ is odd.
Applying the basic inequalities available for computing Schur indices

(see [2, §11 ]), we have

mix)\ mi6)\ki6,x):kix)\

and

md0)\mdx)\ki6,x)--ki0)\.
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These yield the equality of the two Schur indices.

Since \H\ is divisible only by 2 and p, then a result of modular

theory (see [3]) yields wqs(0) = 1 if gG{2, p, » }. In order to com-

pute niQx(9) we apply the method of Frobenius and Schur (see

[2, 3.5]) to determine that 6 does not have a real splitting field. Hence

wzo„(0)=2. To compute mQp(d) we use a theorem of Kronstein [4]

which states that since H is hyper-elementary, mo.p(d) = | Qp(4>, 6) :

Qp(6)\ where <p is an irreducible Brauer (¿»-modular) character of H

which is a constituent of 6. But because A is a Sylow ¿>-subgroup of H

and A < H, the Brauer characters of H are simply the ordinary

characters of T. The irreducible Brauer characters which are con-

stituents of H are faithful irreducible characters of T. Since | T\

= 2n+1, such a character <j> has QP(4>) = QP(t%n+l). Since p = 2nm + l,

€2»G(2p but e2*+iEQv Also |<2(0):<2| is odd so ty+iGCWÖ). Thus
mQv(6) = \Qp(cp,d):Q11(d)\=2.

Thus we have mQq(x) = 2 ii q = p or oo and mQq(x) = 1 if qE {2, p,

oo }. In particular wq(x) = 2 and the constituent Z? of QG correspond-

ing to x is a rational quaternion algebra. D has nonzero Hasse in-

variants at p and oo and zero invariants elsewhere except possibly at

2. But D must have an even number of nonzero invariants so inv2(.D)

= 0. Thusw<32(x) = l.
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